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LATERAL PRESSURE OF RUNNING WATER.

This subject I have selected in order to call to it the

attention of Scientific Men, for, as a general principle,

it has not as yet been thoroughly developed. A full

investigation of it would be a great acquisition to the

Science of Hydraulics ; several cities would reap the

advantages of it, and among others, Montreal at the

present time.

In all cities which are built on a low flat surface,

there exists some difliculty in ascertaining the best

mode of their efectual drainage. The outlet for the

drainage of a city must be some adjacent stream or

River, and if the surface of the town be not sufficiently

elevated above the bed of such stream or River, so as

to afford the necessary fall to the main sewers, the con-

sequence will be inadequate sewage with all its con-

comitant evils.

It is generally thought that to ensure the discharge

from the main sewers of a town, it isjiecessary to con-
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vanced its investigation, and especially ^so far as the

River St. Lawrence is concerned at Montreal. I believe

I have given a solution to this intricate question in the

present paper.

As the lateral pressure of water running in pipes, is

included in the heading of this paper, I will, therefurj,

first devote some attention to this part of the subject

and for the purpose thereof, I will mention the following

experiment which I have witnessed.

At the end of 6000_feet of a conduit which had been

10 inches in diameter and which communicated with a

reservoir, there was attached a branch pipe of .0()25

feet diameter, the last portion of which for a distance

of 20 feet was laid horizontally, and to its end was
attached a cock, a hole of one eighth inch diameter was
made in the horizontal part, and it was found that

while the cock was opened no water had issued from the

hole.

The height of the E servoir above the horizontal

part was 42 feet, and at first sight, therefore, it did ap-

pear a little surprising, that under so great a head no

water had issued from the hole referred to, and con-

sequently no lateral pressure existed, while the cock

remained opened. What, therefore, is the real state of

things 1

With the data already given, and supposing that there

had been no other discharge nor leakage through the

conduit, we shall find that the discharge through the
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branch will be .024 cubic feet per second ;
if now we

compute tlie friction on the 90 feet of branch we will

find it to be equivalent to a head of 38.6 feet, thus leav-

ing only 3.4 feet of efifective head to force out the water,

that is to say, of the entire 42 feet of head of the re-

servoir, above the orifice of efflux, there had been only

3.4 feet efficient, and even this quantity is obtained on

a supposition of there having been no leakage or that

there had been no water drawn off elsewhere from the

conduit while the flow was passingJhrough the branch.

This head of 3.4 feet must cause a pressure on the

water in the branch of 1.5 lbs. per square inch, and

whereas no water issues through the hole alluded to, it

would appear that in the instance jus^; cited there was

no lateral pressure, but that the whole force or pressure

of 1.5 lbs. per square inch, must have been exerted in

the direction of the pipe.

Will the water which is running through pipes exert

a lateral pressure in any instance, and if it does, what

is the amount of such pressure 'i

Before answering these questions I beg to remark

that although the measurements and calculations in the

above instance have been made with the greatest care,

yet it is not my intention to draw any general conclu-

sions therefrom, being well aware of the danger that

exists in drawing conclusions from experiments which

are roughly made. The'reader will permit me, however,

to submit the following explanation to which I have



tireiy original as far as I am aware of ;—

>n

Let a horizontal pipe A B be fitted to a reservoirwh,oh.skept full of water, let X be a cock who^S
equals the section of the pipe, let C N, D 0, B p"^
tubes inserted in the pipe, and let us sum,e fo^ »moment that the« is no contmction at A, bT^Ie wlrrunning through the pipe. ^ "***"

When the cock is closed, the wbnlo«f*i.„ • ,
faceof the pipe will e.,.rL^:l^..^lZXZmust nsem the tubes to the same level as the«but when X IS opened, the water rushing out afl^ ha velocity due to the head A M will Lmedial a^^qmre the direction A B, and by its impulse wU rutalong the p.pe without being turned into LjotCdi^
tion, the water in the tubes coming m contoctet^'moment with that in the pipe will !e borrat

"
^level in the tubes mnst soon fall and be redu^;! tonothing hence while the section at A and B1 thesame^he horizontal pipe can experience no Tjitl
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If the cock be only partiiilly opened, the phenomcici

must chancre ; the water will pass through the orifice

with a velocity due to the hcoiX A M, but the head due

to the velocity at C or D must be less, for the reason

that the sections there are greater ;
let V be the velocity

at or D, and 7, will bo the head employed to produce

it, {g denoting the force of gravity or 32.18 ft.) and

whereas it still acts in the direction A B, it can pro-

duce no lateral pressure.

The quantity S is less than A M, it is that

portion of A M which produces the velocity V

along the pipe A B, but as the water in the pipe ex-

periences the force of the whole head A M the re-

maining portion A U=^V, would appear to be the head

indicating the pressure on the pipe, and undw these

circumstances, if there had been no friction, the water

rise in the tubes to that height, or if we take M E

equal to !g,A E will represent the height to which the

fluid will rise in the tubes. Now it is well known that

friction in pipes destroys a great portion of the head,

and it is also well known, that this friction is directly

proportional to the length, that is, it increases from

nothing at A to its greatest limit at B
;

let us call F

the friction at B and make v'' a" equal to F and join

E a", the friction at C & D will then be represented

by v a kv' a', hence we conclude that the column

C N which measures the pressure when in a state of

rest, will, when motion begins, first fall the quantity N v
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(-«)and secondly V a; this last part of the head
being deEtroyed by the friction of the pipe from 4 toThe pressure at C will then>fo« be represented by aCand will bo equal toA M-^-friction at 0. This last
teiTO otjnction ai C, will be equfl to .00071 \f wher«L IS the length, Q the discharge, and D the diameter of
the pipe, but m the present instance, these quantities
are to be estimated at C.

If the pipe instead of being horizontal is inclined
our course of reasoning will be similar to the fore-
going-when the orifice is closed, the water will rise in
the tubes to the same level as in the reservoir, but whenmotion begins the level in the tubes will undergo thesame d,n.,u„tion3 as in the case of horizontal pipes,and their summit will only attain the line E a *

If the pipe is bent and not a shuightline, the ex-pressm for pressure must be the same, recollecting
that Lw the real length along Ae sinuosities of the
pipe, lience we conclude in general terms, that if H
represent the height of the reservoir above any point ofa pipe whether curved or straight, that the pressure onais point will be H--_.00071 \f where V denotes
the velocity at that point, and .00071 \fis the height
representing the loss frem friction at the sa^e po£
then as H-.00071 \f is the efficient head, we havjthe pressure a,lways equal to the efficient head (not theordinary head) minus the height due to the velocity
Having treated of the lateral pressure of water in

\l
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pipes, I come now to the pressure of water running in

a bed, the subject which this paper principally aims at.

I will suppose A B C D to be a section of ^he bed of

a River, the depth of water there being H B, and I

will suppose that at the depth x n, (=ll n') an

opening is made ; it is required from thence to deter-

mine the quantity of water that will flow out at n,

through the small canal n S into the basin Z. The

velocity of the River being given.

Suppose* that the motion of the water in the bed of

the stream is aiTested for a moment, then it is evident

that the flow through n would be that due to the head

X w, but as soon as motion commences this phenomena

no longer holds, a portion of the head on n, will be

destroyed by so much as causes the velocity in the bed
;

let us denote this by H m, that is, let the head H m
be that which is due to the velocity in the bed or I?

where V denotes the velocity, and g the force of gravity

(32.18 ft.), then it is evident th? fc x n will be dimin-

ished by H m. Now besides the force which H m
exerts, there is another force acting in the direction of



n

moment. In all steams, however LJ! 7
a uniWty of motion, k^rTZL^r^^ZZ^
t.on. even m canals of the sm^thest and m st „^£:bottoms, where one would suppose the friction woulZexceedingly small, hence it follows, that the forZsSmvariably destroyed in all streams by somellltt
sistance, such as friction, &c.

"^^

Now if V denote the velocity in the bed of the stream
. would be the head, which would be sufficirntl'generate thjs velocity if there had been no such thL^
•t fncnon but as ./ S also assists in its generatilnaMough be„,s destroyed by friction, we ha^S^'
:*city V^ ;:;'" ---P'oy-l togenen^te :velocity V. 1 lus force is employed in the direction nf

ished by this quantity, in order to determine the headwhich forces the water through this of^ning TheSon the opomng will therefore be H n-7-y
"enead
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From this it follows, that at least the portion of H %
Which IS equal to g + gr S will be employed in the direc-
tion of the current, it will cause no pressure on the banks,
aad It will therefore denote the point below the surface
of a stream at which the lateral pressure commences.
To apply this theorem to the St. Lawrence at Mon-

acal, the reader will perceive that owing to St. Helen's
Island and Isle Ronde, which are opposite to this city,
the bed of the River is divided into two parts, by far
the greater portion flows between the Islands referred to
and the city, and is called the current St. Mary, a name
which I will adopt in this paper.

The length of the current St. Maiy is about 5,000
feet, Its width is about 3000 feet, its Hydraulic depth in
Summer is 35 feet (estimated), and the difference of level
in Summer between the head and foot of the current St.
Mary or rather between those portions of the River St
Lawrence, above and below those Islands referred to, is

2i feet. From these data we can easily ascertain the
^lue of the expression V, + g S, it will be 2.36 feet
Hence we conclude, that a stream or sewer can be dis-
chargedm Summer into the current St. Mary, at a depth
of 2 feet 4 inches, below the surface of the River with-
out meeting any impediment.

In Winter the St. Lawrence rises so high as to cause a
hydraulic mean depth in the cmTent St Mary of about 52
feet

;
there will be a difl-erence of level between the head

and foot of the current in Winter generally of 8 feet.
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Now if we suppose that the water of the river at the

locality of the proposed sewer at the current St. Mary

is two feet higher than at Hochelaga Bay, &c., it would

appear from what I have already shewn that the level of

the water in a sewer at the current St. Mary will stand

almost nine feet lower than in a sewer at Hochelaga

Bay, &c. Hence there will be about nine feet in favor

of the current St. Mary, when it is high water in the

St. Lawrence, this being the stage of the river for which

these calculations have been made, because at any other

stage there can be no difficulty or impediment to the

discharge of a sewer in any locality.

Other important advantages which can be urged in

favor of the current St. Mary when compared to Hoch-

elaga Bay, are the increased length and increased de^jth

of excavation which the latter locality requires.

From levels which I had occasion to take in that vi-

cinity some time ago, it appears that there is a regular

ascending grade from the Victoria Road onwards to

Hochelaga. This will appear evident, even to a casual

observer, from the fact that the stream which crosses

the Victoria Road near the Queen's Square comes from

the direction of Hochelaga, so that there can be no

doubt of the increased depth of excavation in that direc-

tion. Hence, I conclude that a main sewer from the

City, entering the river near the foot of the current, will

be much more efficient and much less expensive than

one entering Hochelaga Bay, or any point below it.




